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Key Points
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

WTFp
Can’t count FPs like you can’t count LOC; reference
The source is logical, not physical (1 of 3 Albrecht tenets)
A challenge for “designless code” (as is vs. as intended)
IEF / TI approach
Cross-language issues, cross-platform, cross-technology
I can still write more FPs like I can write more LOCs if I know
that size matters and size is measured
• The ONLY way to verify the correctness of automated
counting is with a manual count – do we find this ironic?
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Closing Thoughts
• Automation is here to stay; it’s the reason we
work in this profession
• Sizing and measurement are here to stay; they
provide insight into our own performance
• Capitalism is here (for now) – the incentive to
accumulate wealth; expect entrepreneurs to
invest in more automated measurement in the
future
• Does automated counting shrink “our pie”
(fragile) or increase the size of the pie for all of
us (antifragile)?
• How long will it be before SNAP is automated?
• How long is 10 minutes?
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